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Sentiment data, along with other alternative datasets, is
commonly used by asset managers to achieve market-beating
returns, yet it remains widely underutilised within risk
management. In this paper, we examine several examples of
topical events that have impacted markets globally, and how
news data can be incorporated within business practices to
prevent and mitigate risk in real-time.
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Introduction
RavenPack is the leading data analytics provider for financial services. Since its inception over
20 years ago, the company has been at the forefront of the fintech revolution sweeping Asset
Management over the period.
RavenPack’s data analytics platform uses natural language processing algorithms to scan the
news in real-time and calculate sentiment and volume metrics. It is trained to identify over
300,000 individual entities, including companies, people, products, places, organisations,
currencies, and commodities etc., and over 6,800 market-moving events.
As a leading provider, we have witnessed firsthand how the financial industry has become more
heavily reliant on natural language processing in order to consume the increasing amount of
content that is being generated — both externally in the media, and internally within the firms’
own information repositories.
We are witnessing three major trends emerging in the use of text analytics data:
 An evolution towards employing “data mosaics” of both structured and unstructured data.
 On-the-fly curation of public and proprietary datasets, integrated and crosslinked to
‘connect the dots’.
 The advent of actionable relationship networks that can capture the interconnected
nature of the world, and the resulting implications for risk management.
The purpose of this white paper is to illustrate how text analytics data can fit into a broader
risk mosaic approach with the aid of examples and practical use cases.

This White Paper is not intended for trading purposes. The White Paper is not appropriate for the
purposes of making a decision to carry out a transaction or trade. Nor does it provide any form
of advice (investment, tax, legal) amounting to investment advice, or make any recommendations
regarding particular financial instruments, investments or products. RavenPack may discontinue or
change the White Paper content at any time, without notice. RavenPack does not guarantee or warrant
the accuracy, completeness or timeliness of the White Paper. For more detailed disclaimer, please refer
to the Terms of Use in the back cover of this document.
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The Data Mosaic
Mosaic theory refers to a style of financial research in which analysts use a variety
of resources to determine the value of an asset. “Risk mosaics” are merely the
application of the theory to the realm of risk by using a mosaic to construct the
risk profile of an asset.
One of the pillars of mosaic theory is that it encourages the collection of data
from a variety of sources, including alternative data such as news analytics.
Banks, asset managers and non-financial corporations use data mosaics to
centralize data as a means of building a “source of truth” and as part of a process
of democratizing data so that it can be utilized across an entire organization.
The development of large-scale data lake infrastructures that leverage structured
and unstructured data, originating from both internal and external sources, is
another defining feature emblematic of this trend.
Many financial organizations have partnered with leading data vendors and
technology & service providers to develop large-scale data mosaics, and to
unlock the full value of data across their organization.

The News Analytics Approach
The first step in the process of creating comprehensive data mosaics often starts
with identifying specific Key Risk Indicators (KRIs) an organization is looking
to measure. Once defined, the KRIs can inform an organization’s initial set of
priorities when selecting and onboarding datasets.
Naturally, firms are prioritizing the datasets that can facilitate the creation of
high-impact KRIs, as well as those that are flexible enough to cover a wide range
of relevant risk factors. KRIs can be measured using external or internal sources,
and range from assessing Financial, People, to Operational Risks, depending on
the nature of the business.
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Financial Risk

People Risk

Operational Risk

Market
Regulatory
Competitive
Supply-chain
etc...

Employee satisfaction
Employee retention
Discrimination
Customer churn
etc...

Technical malfunction
Security breaches
Natural disasters
Failed reporting

FIGURE 1: Overview of Key Risk Indicators. Source: RavenPack, May 2021

As an example, employee satisfaction can
be measured through internal surveys, or
by analyzing data from external sources like
Glassdoor.com, a website which allows current
and former employees to review companies
anonymously. This approach can also be used
to monitor employee satisfaction across an
investment manager’s portfolio companies,
where access to internal company data is
limited.
Monitoring operational and supply chain risks
can be achieved by using geolocation data
to plot store, office or factory locations on a
world map, and overlaying it with real-time
information surrounding natural disasters,
virus outbreaks, or war & conflict. A major
exporter might use macroeconomic news
analytics in its mosaic to manage foreign
exchange risk, or take proactive action in light
of information suggestive of changing trade
relations, looming tariffs and other barriers to
trade.
The principal objective when determining KRIs
using a data mosaic approach is to encapsulate
a set of relevant risk dimensions. This stands
in sharp contrast to how alternative data has

been onboarded and used for targeting alpha
generation within investment management,
where an elaborate backtest has to show a
clear value-add and the ability of a dataset
to pay back its annual subscription fee in a
relatively short period of time.
Alternative data can be considered an insurance
policy when viewed from a risk management
perspective, as it allows for addressing not
only the ordinary, daily developments, but also
detecting and identifying Black Swan events,
along with unknown-unknowns. Successful
execution in this area requires targeted,
flexible datasets that allow for on-the-fly
insights curation.
Natural language processing (NLP) is an
important tool when it comes to extracting
information and value from content, since more
than 80% of data available to organizations
originates in an unstructured form, and most
of it in the form of text, according to a recent
report by Fintech Futures. RavenPack is an
established pioneer in the field of NLP, with a
track record in supporting companies as they
develop centralized data mosaic solutions.
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When it comes to flexibility, news data delivers an exceptionally powerful
combination of characteristics that very few alternative data sources can
replicate:
 News data is delivered in real-time, allowing for nowcasting of
traditional financial and economic indicators, with the ability to alert
users when a new source of risk emerges.
 It includes global coverage through local and global newswire services.
 It covers a variety of topics including business, economic, political,
societal, and environmental events — across companies and global
macroeconomic entities.
 The availability of decades-long news archives provides enough data
for comprehensive backtesting and training, allowing users to learn
from past events.
These properties have established news data as an increasingly essential
approach to assess organizational KRIs.

Dataset Curation
Understanding risk through a data mosaic has several benefits. It can help to
identify emerging topics and narratives that may show up as abnormalities in
the data. Such topics may proceed to grow into major trends driving subsequent
market risk across entire sectors or portfolios. Examples include Covid-19,
Brexit, trade wars between China and the U.S., protests linked to the “Black
Lives Matter” movement, or even capturing the first, second or third wave of
the “Me Too” campaign as it is voiced in an ever growing number of countries
or industries. Moving beyond fixed event taxonomies and entity databases,
topic modeling and keyword extraction can be powerful tools for clustering
and labelling textual content. Directly tapping the underlying textual content
provides an additional layer of flexibility, enabling an internal risk team to
capture more nuanced themes and to identify emerging topics that should be
on their radar. Brexit, for example, could be systematically identified as a term
within a topic modeling framework, and monitored as a new trending risk that
did not previously fit within any predefined keyphrase dictionary.
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When disaster strikes, investors need to be able
to evaluate quickly what actions should be taken
to protect portfolios or business interests. Such
disasters could include real-time controversies
like scandals, corruption or harassment charges,
as well as general litigation proceedings or M&A
activities. Detecting events using standardised
taxonomies allows for creating highly actionable,
real-time alerts that can be easily backtested.
The implementation of automated rules-based
decision-making is likely to be more robust using
this approach than with standard, unsupervised
topic modeling techniques.
However, when new market themes arise, investors
and analysts need to be able to implement on-the-

fly curation of event topics to track their evolution
over time. The common initial step is to define key
search terms associated with the topic in order to
track its emergence and evolution. Going a step
further, users can define a set of sentences that
capture a particular topic and translate them into
numerical embedding vectors, such that future
instances of that topic can be systematically
detected based on semantic similarity.

Over the past few years, we have seen several
market-driving themes emerge. Brexit, Trump’s
trade wars with China, and the Covid-19 pandemic
in 2020 have all attracted major attention from our
clients.

Early Warning

Disaster Strikes

Real-Time
Actionable Intelligence

Lessons Learned

Track market
narratives across
1000s of textual
documents and
sources

Track real-time
controversy, financial
or economic risk,
human or natural
disasters etc.

Create proprietary event
topics on-the-fly to track
emerging topics or special
situations

Learn from past events
through
deep historical
archives of
normalised content

Topic Modeling

Fixed Taxonomies

Interactive Learning

Backtesting

Search & Discovery

FIGURE 2: The Risk Mosaic NLP life cycle. Source: RavenPack, May 2021
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Understanding how the world is connected and gaining the ability to react quickly to new market narratives
that can influence portfolio or business risks have become a major focus. It is clear that clients want to
be able to curate insights driven by NLP to address particular needs as they arise and embed them into
their workflows.

Case Study: Covid-19
At the start of the Covid-19 outbreak in 2020, there
was significant interest in understanding the
wide-ranging implications of the pandemic as it
was spreading across the globe. To showcase the
power of our data, and to make our contribution
to the world, we quickly leveraged our NLP and
Data Science capabilities to produce and launch
a free, web-based Coronavirus Monitor. Our
Covid Media Monitor allowed users to track the
spread of panic and its influence on sentiment
across countries, sectors, and companies. These
efforts triggered strong interest from investors

and academics to better understand the market
influence of the pandemic.
Research has shown that two derived metrics
from our monitor, the RavenPack Panic and
Sentiment Indices, can help with predicting
equity returns across global markets,
particularly during 2020. This highlights one of
the advantages of the data mosaic approach
and the ability to quickly generate valuable
insights that investors and risk managers can
use in their decision-making.

FIGURE 3: RavenPack’s Coronavirus Media Monitor. Source: RavenPack, May 2021
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Case Study: Trump’s Trade Wars With China
In the case of Trump’s trade
wars with China, our clients were
interested in identifying the

Technology Services

companies and sectors with the
highest exposure to the theme

Finance

and monitoring how that risk

Retail Trade

changed over time. One way of

Consumer Durables

extracting such information is to
screen for the news that mention
Trump and the U.S. as entities in
the same articles that talk about
China. By linking the news to a
curated trade war topic, we were
able to create a persistent data
feed of companies and sectors
that are referenced in the same
news article and get a sense for
their risk exposure to this theme

1,881
1,618

Electronic Technology

Consumer Services
Consumer Non-Durables

413

Communications
Non-Energy
Minerals
Energy
Minerals

676
673

934

1,257
1,189

317
246
500

1,000

1,500

2,000

FIGURE 4: U.S.-China Trade War sector exposure
by news volume. Source: RavenPack, May 2021

over time.
News analytics data was uniquely placed to track the evolution of trade war risks as the situation
developed. On May 5, for example, Trump stated that the previous tariffs of 10% levied on $200 billion
worth of Chinese goods would be raised to 25%. Later, on May 15, Chinese tech giant Huawei found
itself in the eye of the storm when Trump signed executive order 13873, placing it on the Department of
Commerce’s Entity List. Risks further escalated on June 1, when China said it would raise tariffs on $60
billion worth of U.S. goods. Finally, on June 29, during the G20 Osaka summit, Trump announced that he
and Xi Jinping agreed to a “truce” after extensive talks.
A more generalized approach can be used in similar fashion to capture global geopolitical risks in realtime and in multiple languages, by creating dashboards and alerts that make it possible for users to stay
on top of particular themes as they play out in the news and influence portfolio risk.
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Connecting the World Through Network Graphs
Another key trend we are observing within the Risk
Mosaic paradigm is the growing interest in using
network graphs to take advantage of the globally
interconnected web of information. Certain aspects
of this approach have been covered in earlier
examples, but this methodology can yield further,
more diverse use-cases. Many clients apply these
news co-mentions across their various equity
portfolios to establish networks of interconnected
entities. Corporate clients are using a similar
methodology to monitor and evaluate supply chain

and geopolitical risks across their products and
suppliers.
The core advantage of using news to track
relationships is rooted in the ability to harvest realtime information and move beyond static sector
or stale filings data. While news data can deliver
updates on new business deals, partnerships,
litigations and M&A activities, co-mention networks
help with observing the strength of company
relationships involved in such events over time.

January 2007

January 2017

FIGURE 5: Network Graphs showing the link between
Google’s parent company Alphabet and carmakers. Source: RavenPack, May 2021
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Company networks can also provide a window into new business
initiatives companies may be engaging in. For instance, Alphabet’s
company network in 2007 linked the tech giant to a single company in the
automobile industry, a spurious mention of a liquidation entity tasked
with settling GM’s pre-bankruptcy liabilities. Ten years later, however,
Alphabet was highly connected within the industry, and with close to 20
connections it was clear that Alphabet had entered the arena.
Taking the network analysis of Alphabet and auto co-mentions a step
further, we can easily uncover the reasons for this rise in co-mentions.
Alphabet started researching and integrating their technology into
autonomous vehicles, a development that can have reverberating
implications for the risk profile of not only the company, but an entire
sector.

Automobile

TOPICS

Technology

FIGURE 6: Using keywords in Network graphing
and topic modelling. Source: RavenPack, May 2021
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To capture broader macro risks impacting single
companies, networks can also be extended to
commodities and geographic locations. Screening for
companies co-mentioned with the commodity Cocoa,
for example, naturally yields the likes of Hershey Co.,
Barry Callebaut, Mondelez Intl, Mars, Ferrero, Nestle,
Cargill, and Olam Intl – companies operating in the
chocolate and confectionary products businesses,
either upstream or downstream. Screening for
places co-mentioned with the commodity returns
The Ivory Coast, Brazil, Cameroon, Nigeria, and Ghana
– all Cocoa producing countries. Constructing and
monitoring networks that link entities together in
this manner can help systematically track potential
supply-chain risks and disruptive events, such as
natural disasters or war and conflict – in this case
within Cocoa producing countries.

COMPANIES
Archer Daniels
Midland Co.

Cargill Inc.

COUNTRIES

Olam International
Ltd.

Ivory Coast
Republic of Cameroon

UPSTREAM

Nigeria

Haiti

Philippines

Liberia

Danisco A/S

Gabon

Ghana

Costa Rica

Peru

SunOpta Inc.

Ecuador

Malaysia

Switzerland

Nestle S.A.
Fuji Oil Holdings Inc.

Saudi Arabia

COCOA BEAN
Lindt & Sprungli AG

India

Germany
France

Hotel Chocolat
Group PLC

Russia

Mondelez
International
Inc.

China

DOWNSTREAM
Brazil

Barry
Callebaut AG
Mars Inc.

Hershey Co.

Algeria

Belgium

Unilever PLC

EU

UK

Japan
The
Netherlands

USA

FIGURE 7: Network Graphs for Cocoa from company
and country perspectives. Source: RavenPack, May 2021
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Spain
UAE

Indonesia

Similar networks can be created for any of the
300,000 entities that we monitor, which are
broadly categorized under companies, people,
products & services, places, organizations, or
commodities. The insights acquired via these
networks can be tailored to particular usecases specific to individual client needs. Given
the immense amount of data accessible from
the news flow, identifying these connections at
scale is most effectively achieved via network
graphs.
Analyzing how similar events have impacted
assets in the past is often helpful in deciding
how to handle novel situations from a risk
management perspective. In the following
example, we analyzed the average performance
of fraud and scandal events across the top

3,000 companies in the U.S. based on market
capitalizations. The chart shows that stocks
involved in such events took a large intraday hit
and continued trading lower for several days.
However, we also observe a clear overreaction
in selling, leading to a price reversal over
subsequent months. Knowing this, we can
adjust our investment strategy accordingly to
capitalize on such moves, which may at times
appear counterintuitive.
Individual Fraud and Scandal events are
undoubtedly idiosyncratic and may diverge
from this general pattern. Gaining a more
comprehensive understanding of their
associated risks may require an assessment of
their influence across entire networks and all
the players involved.

Excess Returns (%)
1.0

0.54

0.0
-40

0
Days

40

FIGURE 8: Schematized market reaction to headlines
related to “fraud” or “scandal”. Source: RavenPack, May 2021
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In the following chart, we mapped out the network
related to Volkswagen’s Dieselgate Scandal
that transpired in 2015. While Volkswagen was
at the center of the scandal, other automobile
companies were clearly also involved, which
became more apparent as the scandal unfolded.
Germany’s Audi, BMW, Porsche, and Daimler were
found to have colluded about emissions, while
the French carmaker Renault had to recall more
than 15,000 vehicles for emission tests in the
wake of the scandal. General Motors also faced
lawsuits due to the use of similar emissioncheating techniques, while Mazda had to delay
the U.S. launch of their diesel cars due to further
regulatory scrutiny.

The associated network also includes people.
One high profile example was the CEO of
Volkswagen, Martin Winterkorn, who allegedly
missed internal warning signs that appeared in
2014 memos. Hollywood actor Leonardo DiCaprio
was also captured in the network as part of media
rumblings that he may produce a film based on
the scandal.
Using Network Graphs can be a highly effective
approach to understanding how risks spread
across interrelated entities. News analytics data
is particularly well suited to generating these
sorts of networks, as its breadth and timely
delivery can often uncover relationships that
other methods might miss. This makes it a potent
tool for monitoring risk.

“ Allianz
to sue
Volkswagen
over
Dielselgate share drop:”
“ GM Faces New Suit
Over VW -Like EmissionsCheating Tech”

“ Tesla Poised For
Outsized Benefit
From Volkswagen
Scandal”.

“ Renault to recall
15,000 vehicles for
emissions tests in
wake of VW scandal”.

“ VW Scandal likely
to delay US launch of
Mazda Diesel”

“Germany’s VW , Audi ,
BMW , Porsche , and
Daimler ‘colluded’ about
emissions”.

“CEO
Winterkorn
missed VW scandal
Warning Signs in
2014 Memos”.

FIGURE 9: Network Graph for the ‘Dieselgate’ scandal.
Source: RavenPack, May 2021
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Enterprise Risk Management
While many businesses monitor internal risks
quite diligently, external risks are either spotted
too late or get overlooked altogether in absence
of external data. By choosing to leverage
structured data and analytics drawn from a
variety of sources, including global news insights
and sentiment produced by RavenPack, corporate
risk teams can be better positioned to anticipate
emerging threats, identify patterns while they are
emerging, and capture more signals that form the
evolving mosaic of risks.

a ripple effect. Stakeholders need to listen to
the signals indicative of events that can quickly
spread from far corners of the globe, with timely
decision-making being crucial when dealing with
complex supply chain networks. Systematically
monitoring key risk indicators can allow a
company to address costly events before they
spiral out of control.
For example, leveraging real-time newsflow to
identify industrial accident events across major
suppliers can allow a company to pinpoint
emerging risks and address them promptly. The
below timeline demonstrates visually how we
can leverage RavenPack’s real-time newsflow to
identify accident events across select industrial
suppliers, allowing firms to swiftly react to such
incidents.

One of the more attractive use cases of datadriven risk management relates to monitoring
risks around supply chains. The interlinked
global nature of business relationships can result
in minor disruptions reverberating along these
chains, at times leading to full-blown crises in

aircraft−accident

factory−accident

facility−accident

force−majeure

BASF: BASF declares force
majeure on acrylate esters
at Ludwigshafen on low
Rhine levels

DuPont: Fire
reported at Dow
Chemical plant
in St. Charles Parish

spill

Crews Put Out Fire at
Georgia−Paciﬁc Koch
Industries Plant in Texas

Clean Harbors:
Fire breaks out
at Safety−Kleen plant
BASF: BASF Declares
Force Majeure

Koch Industries: Koch−owned
pipeline spills 17,000 gallons
of oil in Texas

BASF: BASF maintains
force majeure on SM,
resumes propylene
oxide supply from
Singapore

Dr. Reddy's: Fire in Dr
Reddy's plant; 2 killed

2011

2012

2013

Prudential:
Cement truck
crashes in
Prudential Tunnel

2014

2015

BASF: BASF declares
force majeure on
contracts related
to Lupranate products

BASF: BASF Declares
Force Majeure On
Plastomoll DNA,
Palatino, lN
Koch Industries:
Paper dust starts
ﬁre at Georgia-Paciﬁc
complex in Green Bay

BASF: BASF declares force
majeure on European EO,
MEG: spokesman

Corning: Update: Helicopter
crashes in Corning; two
reported dead

Veolia: Report: Flames
showing at Veolia facility
in West Carrollton

DuPont: Vessel exploded at
Dow Chemical plant in
Plaquemine; no injuries, air
monitoring continues
Koch Industries: Worker
Injured in Explosion at
Georgia Paciﬁc Plant
Koch Industries: Forklift
Eyed as Cause of Fire
at Georgia−Paciﬁc Plant
BASF: Crews ﬁght
ﬁre at BASF plant

BASF: Fire at BASF Aroma Plant
Impacts Supply of Vitamins

BASF: One still missing
after ﬁre at BASF plant
put out

2016
BASF: Ludwigshafen
death toll rises to
three; BASF declares
force majeure on
oleﬁns, naphtha

Koch Industries: No injuries
or signiﬁcant damage after ﬁre
at Georgia Paciﬁc plant

2017

2018

DuPont:
Three−Alarm
Fire Breaks Out
at Dow Chemical
Plant in NC

BASF: Several missing, injured
in explosion at BASF plant

2019

2020

BASF: Plant status:
BASF lifts force majeure
on butac from German plant

Corning: Fire trucks at
Corning Inc. facility
in Big Flats

DuPont: Worker Dies in Accident
at Dow Chemical Site in Alabama

BASF: BASF Declares Force
Majeure from Germany TDI Plant

FIGURE 10: : Timeline of accident events for
select industrial suppliers. Source: RavenPack, May 2021
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Likewise, untracked corporate changes at the supplier level can
also pose significant risks. An essential feedstock could depend on
a narrow set of key contracts, and a supplier being taken out by a
competitor could put a company at a disadvantage – monitoring for
acquisition rumors can help businesses stay ahead of the curve.
News analytics can also help assess the likelihood of supply chain
disruptions due to natural disasters by observing historical patterns
across regions. While subscribing to USGS data to monitor earthquake
activity is relatively trivial, such data doesn’t extend to floods,
heatwaves, landslides, water shortages and wildfires, to name but a
few – all of which are covered by the media at a micro-local level.
While historical news patterns can help establish a prior probability
of potential logistic dislocations, emerging natural disasters are
easily captured by monitoring media chatter in real-time.

Drought

Earthquake

Flood

Heat wave

Hurricane

Ice storm

Landslide

Sink hole

Snow storm

Thunder storm

Tornado

Tsunami
Frequency
(Normalized)
6
4
2

Water shortage

Wild ﬁre

FIGURE 11: Normalized frequency of natural disasters
in the United States summarized at the state level. Source: RavenPack, May 2021
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Similarly, social unrests can hinder vital business operations due to
local road closures and labor strikes, adding to the list of exogenous
events that can make a business vulnerable to disruptions and
revenue loss. Here also, historical news flow patterns at hyper-local
levels offer probabilistic clues, while real-time events can identify
emerging risks. RavenPack’s granular entity detection of geographic
locations and timestamped data proves effective in evaluating event
occurrences over time and across regions – the below map, for
example, provides a visual representation of such localized events
in the U.S.
These examples are meant to visually showcase and ground in
intuition the types of information that structured news data can
capture, and represent a narrow selection of the many ways in which
media intelligence can be used to synthesize key event characteristics
and quantify them for use in risk monitoring frameworks. Similar
approaches can be applied to assessing reputational risks across
various ESG dimensions, or monitoring geopolitical risks related to
government shake-ups.

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Frequency

5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

FIGURE 12: Frequency of localized social unrests
in the United States by year. Source: RavenPack, May 2021
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Conclusion
Over the last decade, alternative data has been applied mainly
to alpha generation. There is also, however, significant potential
for its application within a data mosaic approach to risk.
Identifying high-impact key risk indicators can help firms
prioritize what data sources to onboard in order to build out
a set of targeted real-time metrics that can enhance their
risk management processes. Robustness of the data in light
of “Black Swan” events, as well as its flexibility and the range
of applications, are additional key aspects to consider when
choosing data sources.
To take full advantage of the data mosaic, firms need to settle
on the technology that can aid in the detection of emerging
topics within or across different source types. Ideally, they also
need to have the ability to monitor events as they unfold using a
fixed taxonomy that allows for robust backtesting and effortless
curation of new data insights on-the-fly. This can be achieved,
for example, by applying interactive learning to address special
situations like Black Swan events or unknown-unknowns as they
develop into broadly accepted themes that drive risk narratives.
It is clear that unstructured content is going to become an
essential component in the operating models of many businesses
across the Asset Management industry and beyond, and its
applications are very likely to witness significant expansion over
a growing number of verticals.
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